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ABSTRACT. 
Three numerical approximation techniques, called the 
Initial Step, Shooting, and Direct Finite Difference Tech-
niques, respectively, are compared and discussed as they 
apply to the solution of both linear and non-linear boundary-
value problems of the form 
1f t y =fCx,y,y ) 
with endpoint conditions 
y(x0 )=y0 and y(xn)=yn. 
The techniques are compared with respect to speed and 
ac'curacy by comparing the solution of each problem 
considered four times, each time for a different increment 
value, and comparing the errors at four pivotal points, 
chosen at equally spaced distances over the domain of the 
function, to give an indication of the accuracy of ea~h 
technique over the complete interval. 
For each technique, a detailed discussion of limitations 
and difficulties which affect the solution of the boundary-
value problem is studied. Also modifications to increase 
accuracy and speed are suggested for the techniques. 
The results of this study show that each technique 
has certain advantages and disadvantages for particular 
types of boundary-value problems. However, when a large 
number of different boundary-value problems are considered, 
none of the techniques is a;I.ways considered most appropriate. 
iii 
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In mathematics, e~gineeri~g, and the physical sciences, 
the problem of solving ordinary differential equations is 
often encountered. Equations frequently arise that are not 
applicable to exact treatment by the ana~ytical methods of 
solving differential equations. When analytic solutions do 
exist, evaluation is often a tedious process. Therefore, 
methods which yield the approximate numerical solution of 
ordinary differential equations are useful. Many numerical 
approximation methods are in use and the choice of a method 
depends upon the particular advant~ges and disadvantages the 
individual method possesses. 
In this study we consider six examples of the second 
order boundary-value problem 
If ' y =f(x,y,y ) (1.0~ 
with endpoint conditions 
(1.1) 
Three different numerical techniques are used to solve 
these problems .with varyi~g step size. The results are 
compared for accuracy and computation time and recommenda-
tions are made relative to appropriate methods for certain 
types of problems. 
The first two techniques are based on an initial-value 
nethod which basically consists of transforming the. given 
~lass of differential equations with associated boundary 
~onditions into an initial-value problem. The above class 
)f equations may then .be solved by formi~g an initial-value 
' 2 
system in which initial conditions,. guessed at one end of the 
interval, are adjusted to satisfy the required relations at 
the other end. An a~gebraic method, called the Initial Step 
Technique, is used to obtain the solution of linear equations 
by means of the superposition principle .. Non-linear equation~ 
are linearized and the approximate solution is obtained 
iteratively. ,In the second technique, named the Shooting 
Technique, the initial conditions are adjusted by interpola-
tion until an appropriate final value is obtained. Equation 
(1.0) with boundary conditions (1.1) is also solved in a 
third manner by usi~g a more direct technique called the 
I 
Direct Finite Difference Technique. In this technique, the 
boundary conditions (1.1) are introduced at the outset, and 
the sol~tion is ob~ained by solving a set of simultaneous 
linear equations. 
Both linear and non-linear differential equations of 
the above form may be iterated upon when the Shooti!lg Tech-
nique is employed. Iteration is applicable only to non-
linear differential equations when the Initial Step and 
Direct Finite Diff·erence Techniques are applied. In all 
cases convergence may or may not be obtained. 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
It is generally agreed that the second order boundary~ 
value problem, as described in Chapter I, in which a second 
order ordinary differential equation with specified 
conditions at both ends of an interval is to be solved, is 
much less amE;mable to numerical treatment than are initial-
value systems in which all conditions are imposed at one 
point of the interval. 
The solution of boundary-value problems is extensively 
treated by CollatzCl), Conte< 2 >, Fox(3)(4), Henrici(?)(8J,, 
Hildebrand(lO), Milne<12 >, Ralston-Wilf(l 3 ), and many' 
others. The three numerical methods used by Fox( 3 )( 4 ), 
Conte<2), and Henrici(7)(8) are called the Initial Step, 
Shooting, and Direct Finite Difference Techniques, respect-
ively, in this study. A detailed review of each of these 
techniques is discussed in this chapter. 
Boundary-value problems can always be solved in theory 
and often in practice by a combination of initial-value 
problems in which extra initial conditions (for example, 
initial slope or the value of the dependent variable of the 
equation at the·first or second last increment, x or Xn , 
1 -1 
respectively), are chosen more or less arbitrarily but 
finally adjusted to satisfy the prescribed boundary 
conditions. First, an initial-value technique for solvi~g 
a second order boundary-value problem of the form 
II I y + B(x)y ~ :ccx>y = D(x) · (2.0) 
with "endpoint" conditions 
3 
y(x0 ) = y0 and y(xn) = Yn 
is considered. 
(2 .'1) 
Since equation (2.0) with end conditions (2.1) is a 
linear ordinary differential equation, the method of super-
position is applicable. Hildebrand (lO) shows that if u (xl 
is any solution of the equation 
" ' u + B(x)u + C(x)u = D(x) 
that satisfies the initial condition u(x0 ) = y 0 and if v(x) 
is a nontrivial solution of the hom~geneous equation 
II" ' v + B(x)v + C(x)v = 0 
that satisfies v(x0 ) = 0, then 
y(x) = u(x} + av(x) 
4 
satisfies (2.0) with boundary condition y(x0 ) = Yo .for any 
constant a. Furthermore, a solution for equation (2.0) with 
endpoint conditions (2.1) exists if a constant a can be 
found such that 
u(xn) + av(xn) = Yn • . 
This application of superposition is the basis of the 
Initial Step Technique for solvi~g both linear and non-
'linear boundary~value problems. 
The Initial Step Technique is now considered in solving 
a linear second order differential equation of form (2 .. 0) 
with associated boundary conditions (2.1). 
Central difference expressions for the first derivative 
and second derivative with difference correc.tion ope~ations 
are given in Fox [(3), p •. 34], and are as follows 
5 
I 1 hy = -(y -y ) + c y 
r 2 r+1 r-1 1 r 
2 tr 
h Y r = (yr+1-2Yr +yr_1) + C2yr 
(2.2) 
where the 'difference correction' operators C and C 
1 2 
a.re given respectively by 
c = -ll!Ss+ _2__ps s_ + ••• 1 6 3 0 (2.3) 
c = _ 1 S4+ _1_ 86-. + ••• 2 l~ 90 
By usir1g (2.2) as the central difference expression for 
the first and second derivatives (2. 0) can be replaced by a 
set of algebraic equations of the form 
ar Yr+l +brYr +c Y r r- 1 + Eyr = dr (2.4) 
where a = 1 + hBr 
' 
br = -2+h 2Cr, cr = 1 _ hBr 
' 
r -2- 2 
and dr = h2Dr are known and depend on X only, Yr is the 
pivotal value at a gener~l pivotal point ~' and E is an 
expression for the difference correction g2ven by 
E = C 
2 
(2.5) 
If the difference correction E, which is an expression 
for the truncation error, is neglected equation (2.4) can 
be expressed as 
ar Yr +1 +bryr +cr Yr -1 =dr. (2. 6) 
Later equation (2.4) will be used to increase accuracy 
in the solution of (2.0) by the inclusion of difference 
correction -cerms given by (2.5), but first the solution of 
(2.0) will be considered by using (2.6) in which the 
difference correction is neglected. 
(4)(5) 
Fox shows that an arbitrary value for y , CCJ.n be 
1 
chosen and since ar, br, cr, and dr .are known or ca~ be 
calculat·ed and y0 is given, equation (2.6) can be soJ.ved 
for Yr+ 1 by recurri~g forward usi~g the known y0 and arbi-
trary y 1 to produce all pivotal values includi~g Yn· In 
general, this value of yn will not agree with the. given 
boundary value a~ xn. However, the process can be repeated 
in a similar manner in which an arbitrary y is ~gain used 
1 
but now the homogeneous form (dr = 0) of equation (2.6) is 
6 
solved by setting the initial value of y0 equal to zero. In 
this manner, Yr+ is ~gain computed and a second set of 
1 
pivotal values including Yn is obtained. If the first trial 
solution is labeled y( 1 ) and the second y{ 2 ), then the 
combination y( 1 ) + ay< 2 ) (where a is any constant) satisfies 
equation (2.6) and the correct initial condition. By the 
method of superposition previously discussed, the two trial 
solutions can be made to satisfy the second boundary con-
dition at xn. This is done by determini~g a such that it 
satisfies the linear equation 
. (I) + (2.) Yn ayn = Yn (2.7) 
where y (l) and y (2.) are the calculated values at xn by 
n n 
the first trial and second trial, respectively~ and Yn is 
the given boundary condition at xn. 
The calculated value of a from equation (2.7) can then 
be used to find approximately not only the pivotal values 
of Yr+ 1 but also values beyond xn. For example, if equation 
(2.6) is solved for Yr- 1 , the same value of a can be used 
to recur backwards from x0 usi~g the already calculated 
values of y( 1 ) and y( 2 ) and the known values of yC 1 ) and 
1 l 0 
Y(2) 
. 0 • Thus, values beyond both boundaries are easily 
obtained. The values beyond the boundaries may be used in 
the difference correction which is discussed · later. 
Fox( 3 )( 4 ) also shows it is possible to recur in the 
opposite direction when usi:ng the Initial Step Technique by 
starting at the known Yn and arbitrarily fixi:ng values at 
Yn- 1 • These two solutions are then combined linearly to 
satisfy·the given condition at x0 • The only restriction on 
the arbitrary values chosen by this method is that when the 
two complementary functions are calculated, they must be 
independent solutions. 
T t . . F (3)(4) h o. get more accura e approx1mat1ons, ox s ows 
' 
7 
that difference corrections to the solution of the difference 
equation may be made. He states that the difference correc-
tions should be made after the first approximation has been 
determined since if the corrections are included in the 
evaluation at each trial, the solution may often have much 
larger difference corrections. tha·n, · the required linear 
combination. 
As outlined by FoxC 4 >, the difference correction 
consists in solving the true representation of (2.0) which 
is given by (2.4). If (2.6) is expressed in operation form 
by "Ay = d, the true representation of (2.0) can be expressed 
symbolically as 
A.y + Ey = d (2.8) 
where E is defined in (2.5). 
The difference correction to the first approximation is 
then given by 
8 
t::..y = n (1 ) + ~n <2 ) 
where nC 1) satisfies ATl(l) + Ey = 0 n (l) = O, n (l) = 0, 
' . 0 l 
and nC 2 ) is given by AT1( 2 ) = o, n ( 2 ) = 0, n (z) = 1, and 
0 1 
a is computed so that ~y is zero at xn. Since n< 2 ) is 
identica~ to the value of yC 2 ) of the first approximation, 
only one recurrence is needed and the process can be repeated 
if necessary. 
An algorithm of the preceding method, which repeats 
the complete sequence of steps in solving the linear 
boundary-value problem 
II I y + B(x)y + C(x)y = D(x) (2.9) 
with end conditions 
y(x0 ) = y 0 and y(xn) = Yn 
~s presented in Fox [(3), p. 235] and is essentially as 
follows: 
ALGORITHM I Initial Step Techniques for Second-
order Boundary-value Problem 
(i) Set up the finite difference equation, given by 
(2.10) 
(ii) Starting at one end of the range, say x 0 , 
calculate y(l) from (2.10) with Ey neglected, and 
with y(x0 ) = y 0 , y(x0 +h) arbitrary (=0, say). 
(iii) Calculate y< 2) from (2.10) with Ey n~glected and 
dr replaced by zero, and with y(x0 ) = 0, y(x0 +h) 
arbitrary (=1, say), but not zero. 
9 
(iv) Calculate 
so that y (l) + 
n 





~ y ( 2) = Yn· 
1 n 
(v) The function y is the solution of (2.10) with Ey 
ignored, and satisfies the given boundary conditions. 
'Extend this beyond the boundaries by !'ecu!"sion, differ-
encing, and the calculation of Ey at all inte!'nal 
points. 
(vi) Calculate n(l) fi"om (2.10) with di" suppressed but 
with the calculated Ey included, and with initial values· 
zero at x0 and arbitrary (•0, say) at X • 
1 
(vii) Calculate b.y = n (l) + a 2 y< 2 ), where a 2 is 
determined so that n < 1 ) + a y ( 2 ) = 0. 
n 2 n 
(viii) y + b.y is the first corrected solution, and the 
process can be repeated if necessa!'y. Foi" this pui"pose, 
n( 1 ) may need to be calculated at external points and 
the!'efore Ey at step (v) may also· need to be calculated 
at external points. 
A modification of the above method is needed to make the 
Initial Step Technique feasible foi" the solution of non-
linear equations. In_ general the system is. 'linea!'ized' and 
then solved by an ite!'ative process. 
Consider the general non-linear boundary-value proble~ 
. given by 
rr · r y · + f(x,y,y ) = 0 (2.11) 
with end values 
y(x0 ) = y 0 and y(xn) = Yn· 
It is shown in Fox(3 ) that if y(o) is an approximation 
of ( 2 .11) then· a better approximation is. given by y Co) + n, 
where n is. given by the equation 
rtn + nt af +·n~ =· -yn - fCx.,y,y') (2.12) ayr ay 
and n(x0 ) = 0 and n(xn) = 0. 
Equation (2.12) is linear inn and therefore can be 
10 
solved by the above Initial Step Technique. The r~ght side 
of (2.12) is known and the coefficients of nn, n', and n are 
also known. Therefore, n can be evaluated in the form 
n(l) + ~ rt·( 2 ), where n( 1 ) is a particular solution of (2.12) 
3 . 
and n( 2 ) is a solution of the hom?geneous form of (2.12) and 
(1) . (2) 
a. is determined such that n + a. rt = 0 at x . The 
a 3 n 
procedure is repeated in the same manner using the new 
approximation y( 1 ) = y(o) + n to solve (2.12) for another 
value of n and can be repeated until the correction n is 
n~gligible. The final approximation for y is then corrected 
utilizi~g difference corrections in the same manner as that 
used in solving the linear boundary-value problem by the 
Initial Step Technique. The reader is referred to Fox( 3 ) 
for a more detailed explanation of the above method. 
The Shooti?g Technique, illustrated in Conte ( 2 ) , 1.s 
another initial-value method similar to·the Initial Step 
Technique. It is also employed for solvi!lg the second order 
boundary~value problem, and as will be seen, it applies 
equally well to linear. or non-linear equations of the form 
11 
fl I y = .G (X , y , y ) (2.13) 
with end conditions y(x0 ) = y0 and y(xn) = Yn• 
Any of the various initial-value methods (for example, 
Ru~ge-Kutta, Hammi~g's, Taylor's Series, Adams, Modified 
Adams, Gills, etc.Lcould be used to solve '(2.13); but in 
t 
order to do so, the value of y (x0 ) must be known. 
A method of solvi~g (2.13) is. given in Hildebrand(lO), 
which consists of defining ~(x,a) as the solution of the 
initial-value problem 
n I I ~ = G(x,~, ~ ) , ~(x0 ) = y 0 , ~ (x0 ) = .a, 
and then determini~g a such that 
~ Cxn,a ) = Yn: 
An adaptation of this method is used to solve the 
boundary-value problem in the Shooti~g Technique. 
In the Shooting Technique, the unknown y 1 (x0 ) is con-
sidered as an unknown parameter, say a, which must be 
determined such that the resulti~g solution yields the 
prescribed value y(xn) = Yn to some desired accuracy. 
. . 
' 
Essentially, this consists of making a guess of the initial· 
s~ope and then setting up an iterative procedure in hope of 
convergi~g to the correct slope •. 
As Conte( 2) describes the procedure, two. guesses (say 
a 0 and a) of the initial slope y'(x0 ) are made and then two 
1 
values of the equations at x = xn can be obtained (say 
y(xn, a0 ) and y(xn, a 1 li. b:Y' integrati!lg the differ-
ential equation. In. general, these values will 'not be equal 
to the. given boundar~ value at Xn and the situation may be 
pictured as shown below in Figure 1 and F~gure 2. 
Figure 1. First Two Solutions of Initial-Value Problem. 
Figure 2. 
y(x) 
yCx ,CJ. ) 
n 1 
I 
Plotting of y(x ,a) As a Function of a. 
. n 
P· 
ly(x ,a ) 
n 1 
l 
t · y(xn) = 
0 -~ --- - t~ -----
tWt 
I I 
I I ' f 
t I ..._ ____ ....:.....:1'\:;;,-----L..--- 0: 
0: a. 0: 
0 2 1 
12 
In F:l-gure 1 the solution of the initial-value problems 
are drawn, while in Figure 2, y(xn,CJ.) is plotted as a function 
of a.. Usually a better approximation to a can be obtained by 
interpolation. As shown in F~gure 2, the intersection of the 
line joining P to P with the line y(x ) = yn has its a 
· o 1. n 
coordinate. given by 
a. = a .+ w, where w = z 







+ ~· .- ao.) (yn - y ·Cxn,a.·o·)) • 
y(xn,al) - y(xn,ao) 
The differential equation can be int~grated again by 
I 
using the initial values y(x0 ) = y0 , and y (x0 ) = a to 2 
13 
obtain a next approximation a . The process can be repeated; 
3 
that is, until y(x ,a ) agrees with y(x ) = y within a 
n 1 · n n 
prescribed tolerance. Conte( 2) states there is no. guarantee 
the above iterative procedure will conve~ge. The rapidity 
of convergence depends upon how accurate the approximations 
of the initial slope are. 
An algorithm summarizi~g the Shooti~g Technique is 
given in Conte( 2 ) and is essentially as follows: 
ALGORITHM II. Shooting Technique for Second-order Boundary-
value Problem 
1. Let a.k be an approximation to the unknown initial 
r 
slope y (x0 ) = ak. (Choose the first two slopes a0 and 
a arbitrarily.) 
l 
2. Solve the initial-value problem 
II T y = f(x,y,y ) 
from x = x0 to x = xn using an initial-value technique. 
Call the solution y(xn,a.k) at x = xn. 
3. Obtain the next . approximation from the linear itera-
tion 
= N + <.ak-ak_l) (y - y(x ,ak )) 
""'k- 1 n n -1 ., 
Y(x ,ak) - y(x ,ak ) n n -1 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until ly<xn,ak) - Ynl <E or 
until lak+ 1 -akl <E for a prescribed E. 
14 
The initial-value methods may show signs of.mathematical 
instability and it may be preferable to utilize a more direct 
method to solve the boundary-value problem. • . ( 8) Henr1.c1. 
describes such a method for a special class of boundary-
value pr•oblem, called class M, of the form 
" y = f(x,y) y(a) = A, y(b) = B (2.14) 
where -~a<b<~, A and B are arbitrary constants, and the 
function, in addition to satisfying the conditions of the 
existence theorem (1.1), Henrici [(8), p. 15] is such that 
fy (x,y) is con~inuous and satisfies 
Furthermore, it can be shown that any general linear 
ordinary differential equation of the form 
" ' Y + P(x) Y + Q(x) Y = F(x) (2.15) 
can be transformed into the form of (2.14) by using the 
change of variables 
have 
Y(x) = e-;JPdx y(x). (2.16) 
For example, by substitution of (2.16) into (2.15), we 
(e-}/P(x)dx y(x))" +P(x~ (e-;/P(x)dx y(x)) 
Q(x) (e-;/P(x)dx y{x)) = F(x), 
+ 
15 
-.ljP(x)dx 1 ( ·) 1 p'c ) -ljP(x)dx ( ) . 
- lp(x) e 2 y x - - x e 2 y x 
2 2 . . 
Upon multiplying both sides of the above equation by 
2.J P(x)dx d 11 . J.'t e . .2 .. an co ectJ.ng terms, follows that 
If I I 2 




or y (x) + f(x)y(x) = g(x), (2.1,7) 
1 ' 1 2 = (-2P (x)--P~x)+Q(x)) and_ g(x) = 
lf 4 F(x) e2 P(x)dx . 
where f(x) 
(2.18) 
Therefore, equations of the form (2.15) can be trans-
formed into equation (2.14) by the above substitution given 
for f(x) and_ g(x) in (2.18). 
The Direct Finite Difference Technique will ~ow be 
employed in the solution of the linear boundary-value 
problem 
II I 
y + B(x)y + C(x)y = D(x) (2.19) 
with end condi t.ions 
y(x ) = YS and y(x ·) = Yn· 0 n (2.20) 
II 
In equation (2.19), y and y can be approximated by 
the central differences expressions (2.2) with the difference 
correction operators C and C neglected. Then by letting 
. 1 2 . 
x = x~, y(x~) = Yr, 
... ... .. B(x~) = Br, C(xr.) = Cr and D(x!) = Dr, 
equation (2.19) may be written in the form 
(2.21) 
and fr = h 2 Dr, for r = 1, 2, .... N-1, where N-1 is the 
number of points to be solved for)!.usi!lg the interval 
h = (xn- x 0 )/N. Setting r = 1, 2, ...• , N-1, a system of 
N-1 linear equations in N-1 unknowns is obtained and is of 
the form 
Ay = F (2.22) 
where A lS the tridiagonal matrix given by 
d a 0 
1 1 
b d ·a 
2 2 ·., 2 
' 
~ ~ (2.23) 
A = • 
"· 
bN_: 2 dN:_2 .. aN-2 
0 bN-1 dN-1 
16 
All of the elements of (2.23)not on the tridiagonal are zero, 
and y and F are the vectors given by 
f -y b 
l 0 1 
f 
2 
y = and F = f 3 
fN-2 
fN-1 -aN-1 y·n 
If Det A ~ 0, a solution exists and an adaptation of the 
Gaussian algorithm may be employed to solve equation (2.22). 
Two nonsingular matrices p = (p ) 
mn 




1 0 u u 0 
1 1 l 2 
p21 1 u u 22 23 
p = p 3 2 , U= u u 
N-2,N-2' N-2 ,N-1 
u 
0 ··N-l,N-1 
0 PN-l,N-2 1 
having the.property that P U =A must be determined. To 
compute the vector y that satisfies (2.22), the vectors 
z and y which satisfy Pz = F and Uy = z respectively, 
must be determined. Furthermore, since y = U- 1 z = U- 1 P- 1 F = 
A- 1 F, the vector y is a solution of equation (2.22). 
The procedure for computing y may be summarized by 
the two following steps. 







2. Starting with n = 
relations: 




n - 1 
= f 
1 
for n= 2,3, ... N-l 




= zn - an, n+1Yn+1 
11 
n,n 
n = N -. 2, . • • 1. 
Many tedious details were omitted ~n arrivi~g at the 
18 
above two steps from equation (2.22). The reader is referred 
t H .. ( 8 ) f . . T o enr~c~ . or a more deta~led explanat~on. he vector y 
is then a solution of the linear boundary-value problem · 
given by (2.19) and (2.20). 
If the ordinary differential equation is non-linear, a 
modification of the above algebraic method is necessary to 
make the technique applicable for the solution of non-linear 
equations. This is accomplished by using the same procedure 
that is described in the Initial Step Technique whereby an 
ini~ial approximation y(o) is corrected by an ite~ative 
procedure, see (2.11) and (2.12). Henrici(S) suggests the 
initial approxi~ation y(o) be chosen as the solution of 
(2.11) with the non-linear terms neglected. 
It is proved in Henrici [(8), p. 336] that for problems 
of class M the above system has a unique solution y for 
sufficiently small values of h, and the method will converge 
rapidly to y provided the initial approximation is. good 
enough. It should be noted, however, that the boundary-
value problems considered in this study are not necessarily 
of the special form of class M. 
It is quite difficult to find accurate error bounds for 
finite difference methods, but as stated in Collatz(l) they 
may be found. In principle we can always calculate error 
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bounds for the finite difference methods. However, these 
bounds may be expected to be reasonably close to the actual 
error and to predict its order of magnitude correctly only 
when the solution is known fairly accurately; in particular, 
we need to have an approximate quantitative idea of the be-
havior of the higher derivatives,which are critical for the 
error; or if we are using the maximum values of the deriva-
tives, we choose upper limits with as little over-estimation 
as possible. The reader is referred to Collatz(l) for a 
general error estimate for a class of linear boundary-value 
problems of the second order and an error estimate for a 
non-linear boundary-value problem. 
All three of the above described methods are, of course, 
preferentially applicable to different types of equations. 
The Shooting Technique and the Initial Step Technique, may 
be less preferable in the case of systems of d'ifferential 
equatiorothan other techniques which attack the problem 
d . 1 A f h d . H .. (B) . 1 more 1rect y. · s urt er note 1n enr1c1 , even sJ_mp e 
boundary-value problems may have infinitely many solutions, 
or no solutions at all. These difficulties arise because 
the mathematical theory, and consequently the theory of 
numerical treatment of boundary-value problems, is much 
more complicated than the theory of initial-value problems. 
C 1 . d . c ( 2 ) h . ~ . 1 1 onverse y, as note 1n onte , t e 1n1t1a -va ue 
techniques are easy to apply, can be applied equally well to 
linear and non-linear problems, and are usually more effi-
cient than other methods. 
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III. DISCUSSION OF TECHNIQUES 
In each of the three numerical approximation techniques 
considered in this study there are certain factors which 
make the solution of the second order boundary-:-value problem 
more difficult or tend to cause inaccuracies in the solution 
of the problem. Information about difficulties, limitations, 
~rr~gularities, errorfactors and modifications of the tech-
niques will be discussed in this section. 
In the solution of the boundary-problem, both the 
Direct Finite Difference Technique and the Initial Step 
Technique employ the method of approximati!lg the second 
order boundary-value equation by a set of central finite-
difference equations, one for each ordinant in the ra!lge of 
int~gration. An estimate of the truncation error when usi~g 
central-difference formulae for approximating a second order · 
differential equation will be derived by consideri!lg the 
linear second order boundary-value problem 
11 I 
Y + P(x)Y + Q(x)Y = F(x) (3.1) 
with endpoint conditions 
( 3. 2) 
As described in Chapter II, by the use of the change of 
I 
variables (2.i6), theY term J..n (3.1) can be eliminated and 
(3.1) can be expressed in the form 
" y (x) + f(x)y(x) = g(x), (3.3) 
where f(x) and. g(x) are. given by (2.18). 
In Hildebrand [(10), p. 146] it is shown that 
(3.4) 
where 
.s 2 D.- 2. = h 2. ( l- _1_ 8 2 + _1_ 8 a. _ _1 _ 8 6 + _ ••• ) - 1 • 
12 90 560 
(3.5) 
By usi~g synthetic division (3.5) reduces to 
' 
.s2 D-2 = h2 (l + _1_ .s:a __ 1_ S4 + 31 8 6 _ + ••• ) 
12 240 60480 
(3.6) 
and (3.1+) may be expressed as 
h2 (l + _1_ s2 ___ 1_ 8 4 + 




" + ••• ) y k 
Upon solving (3.3) for y (x), it follows that 




In the Direct Finite Difference Technique used in this 
study, the second differences and higher differences. on the 
left side of (3.7) were neglected and therefore (3.7) yields 
the relation 
(3.8) 
where T is an expression for the truncation error. given by n~ 
h4 :oz: T = (~) (3.9) 
n1 i2y 
and ~ is in (~ 
-1 ' xk+1 
) . 
A modification to increase the accuracy of the Direct 
Finite Difference Technique could be made by includi~g 
second differences and h~gher differences in (3.8). A pro-
cedure of fifth order accuracy could be formulated by in-




where the truncation error is of the sixth order of h and 




= ___g_:_ ytt< ~ ). 240 (3.11) 
The solution of '(3 .10) would involve dividing the 
interval (x x ) into N+l equal parts such that x 0 = x , x = o, n o 1 
X + h, 
0 ... , xN = x0 + Nh·, xN+l = xn' where h = (xn-x0 )/ 
(N+l). By requiring the results of ~gnori~g Tn 
2 
in (3.10) 
to hold fork= 1,2, •... N, a tridiagonal set of N sim~1-
taneous linear equations y 1 , y 2 , ..• yN inN unknowns are 






--fr 6 . 
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AY = G 





• 1 + f '-2 + 12 N-2 
·1 ·+ 
- h2. 












"l + f l2 N 





where G(x) = g(x+h) + lOg(x) + g(x-h) and the boundary values 
yCx ) .= Y 0 0 and y(x ) = y are given. The Gaussian Algorithm n n · . 
can then be used to solve (3.12) for the required values of 
yN. It should be noted, however, that when 
solving (3 .12) or (2. 22), which is the matrix-vector form of 
solut~on when (3.8) is used, the determinant of the coeffi-
cients of the y vector must not be equal to zero in order 
for a solution to exist. For a more detailed explanation of 
the above the reader is referred to Hildebrand(S) and 
Henrici(lO). 
Although the method using (3.10) is of fifth order 
, 
accuracy whilethe method using (3.8) is only of third order 
accuracy it does not always follow that the method usi:ng 
(3.10) yields the best results. By comparing (3.12) and 
(2.22) it is seen that (3.12) requires the calculation of 
both f and . g at each endpoint (f , f and g , g , re-
o n · o · n 
spectively) whereas (2.22) does not. Therefore if a 
singularity condition exists at one of the endpoints for 
either f or. g, best results will be obtained when 
using the method of (3.8). To illustrate this consider 
the second order boundary value problem 
y" + 1 = 0 
X 
(3.13) 
with 11 eri.dpoint 11 conditions y(O) = 0 and y(l) = 0. A 
singularity condition exists when the method using (3.10) 
is applied since the value of f(x) = -·!is undefined at 
X 
the boundary x = 0. However, a singularity condition does 
not exist when the method usi!lg (3.8) is applied since it 
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does not require the calculation of f(o). 
Another case when the method usi~g ( 3 • .' 8) would yield 
more accurate results than the method usi~g (3 .• 10) is the 
special case when yl'SL (~) in (3.9) is continuous and exists 
while y!!I. (~) in (3~11) is not continuous and does not exist •. 
An estimate of the truncation error of the Initial Step 
Technique may also be derived by consideri!lg the linear 
boundary-value problem (3.1), which is transformed into 
(3. 3) by applyi!lg the change of variables ( 3 .·2). 
It can be seen that the Initial Step Technique event-
ually consists of solvi!lg for the functional· values· of y 
in two steps. First as described in Algorithm I (i thrio~gh 
iv), the functional values of yare calculated by n~glecti!lg 
the difference correction E in (2.10). This is equivalent 
to relation (3.7) when the second and higher central 
differ~nces on the left side of the equation are n~glected. 
Therefore an expression for the accuracy of the first step 
of the method would yield the same results as that of the 
·Direct Finite Difference Technique. given by ( 3. 8) and (3. 9), 
where the truncation error is T 
n1 
h4 -rsr ( ) . • . 
= -Y ~ , and ~ ~s ~n 12 
., 
(xk-l .~xk+l). However, in the second step of the solution, 
the functional values of y are calculated ~gain as 
described in A~gorithm I (v through viii), and this time the 
difference correction E_ is included in (2.10). In this 
calculation all central differences through 8 8 are included 
and therefore an expression of the truncation error Tn for 
9 
the Initial Step Technique is. given by the relation 
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2. . ' 2 . . . 4 





.___;_ _ h 1.0 r< ~ > (3.15) 
·it 3- l 1-G l 4·4 0 0 
. 
and c; is in ( x ~ 4 , x Ki" 4 ) • 
A modification, similar to that of usi!lg (3."10) instead 
of {3.8) in the Direct Finite Difference Technique,· could 
also be made to increase the accuracy of the Initial Step· 
Technique by obtaining · more accurate function values· 
of y in the first step above. This could be done by 
includi!lg second. order central differences in step one above.· 
Then an expression for the accuracy of the first step of 
the method would yield the same results as that of the 'Direct 
Finite Difference Technique when (3.10) is used in place of 
(3.8) and the truncation error would be given by Tn =-~~(c;) 
. ~ ' 240 
and~ is in (xk_ 1 ,xk+ 1 ). However, this method would also 
have the disadvant~ge ?f requiri!lg the calculation of f 0 , fn, 
. g0 ,, gn in (3.3) and would therefore be more susceptible to a 
singularity condition at the endpoints of the interval. 
It should ·be stated that in the derivation of the 
expressions for the truncation error in both the Direct 
Finite Difference 4 Technique and the Initial Step-Technique 
above the boundary-value problem was considered to be linear 
and of the form (3.3). However, in both techniques used· in 
this study, the 'cha!lge of variables (2.16) was not made. 
Instead, the first derivative of y was approximated at the 
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interval point, say x0 , by the relation given in Fox [(3), 
p. 18]. 
hy0' = (llS - ·l.6 l-!8 3 + --1..~8 s_· ~~87 + ~~85 -- + • • )y0 (3 .16) so 1~0 630 
.. 
where 1-l is the 'aver~gi!lgr operation defined by llf(xk) = 
.i. <fCxk+~) + f(xk-~·H. Therefore, it would be expected that 
' the accuracy .of the solutions would not be as. good as those 
derived above. Both the Direct Finite Difference Technique 
and the Initial Step Technique of solvi!lg non-linear 
problems are based on iterative methods, in which corrections 
to the first ~pproximations of the functional values are 
~ 
obtained by linearizi?g the or~ginal equation. Therefore, 
the accuracy of the final solution also depends upon the 
truncation errors of these linearized equa~ions and could be 
considered as described above. 
Fox( 3) shows there are two additional factors which 
greatly affect the accuracy of the solution of the boundary-
value problem when the Initial Step Technique is used. 
These are the difficulties which occur when the second trial 
solution y~( 2 ) in (2.7) is either equal to zero or very 
large. From the solution of (2.7) it can be seen that when 
Yn ( 2 ) is equal· to zero there is' no. finite a. for which ··Yn C 1 ) + 
a Yn( 2 ) is equal to the required boundary-value ·of Yn at 
x = xn. Therefore, the solution of the boundary-value 
problem would not be unique since any multiple of y.<2 ) can be 
added without disturbi?g the differential equations or the 
boundary conditions. 
Fox [(3), p. 263] states, urn the analytical solution of 
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differential equations this phenomenon causes no. great 
worry, but in the numerical solution we ·shall have difficult-
ies in obtaini~g accuracy and there are 'three main problems. 
First, the approximate finite-difference equations may have 
an eigenso_lution whereas the differential equation has no 
such solutions and, second, there is the ·conver·se possibility. 
- . 
Finally, neither may have an e~gensolution but such a 
I 
solution may exist for a closely allied problem, for example 
for small cha~ges in coefficients or boundary positions. 
The only way to treat the first two of these difficulties· is 
to test whether the differential equation has an e?-geri-
solution by includi~g the difference correc.tion in the' 
'hom~geneous' trial solution. The third difficulty can be 
overcome by the retention of more. guardip.g f:igures." 
If the second trial solution Yn( 2 ) in (2.7} is very 
large then the problem of calculati!lg and retainip.g signifi-
cant digits becomes a problem. This will occur if one of 
the complementary solutions of the ~oundary value ·equation 
increases·or decreases exponentially within the rap.ge of 
int~gration. In order to obtain n-decimal accuracy in the 
final result, it is necessary for every component of both 
y( 1 ) and yC 2 ) to be calculated ton decimals. 
Consider the sixth-decimal solution of the· se·c·orid order 
boundary-value problem 
It 
y - 98.1lly = .001122 (3.17) 
with "endpoint" conditions y(o)=l and y(S.)=l. By usi~g the 
approximate value 'for the second derivative ·y; at the ·point 
x given by 
r· 
h 2 y "=y - 2y + y 
r r+l r r-1 
equation (3.17) is approximated by the equation 
Yr+ 1 -100.lllyr + Yr-l .= .001122. 
( 1 ). (:2) The trial solutions0of y - and y and calculated 
values of y are. given for values of x when h = 1 in 










(l) (2) y y y 
1.000000 .000000 1'.000000 
.000000 1.000000 .009979 
-.998878· 100.111000 .000089 
-99.997553 10021.212321 .000089 
-10009.855028 1003133.475668 .009979 
-1001996.598033 100414674.170278 1.000000 
The value for ~ =·0.009978597314709. Values 
are then calculated from the relation 
y = y(1) + ay(2) 
for y 
and are given in Table I. In order to obtain sixth decimal 
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accuracy in the solution of y it was necessary to calculate 
~ to thirteen significant f~gures and to calculate and 
retain the valu~ of ~( 2 ) to fifteen d~gits. · 
In order for the Initial Step Technique to obtain nth 
order accuracy, it could be pr?grammed so that all component 
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values of y< 1 ) and :y.( 2'.) are calculated and stored to at least· 
n+l decimals. Then, after 0: is calculated, a check could be· 
made to see if Yn 
(1) 
+ Yn· 
(2) is equal to Yn within n 
decimal places. If it is not, a subroutine ·could be used to 
obtain h:igher precision and the value for a would be ·calcu-
lated again. This process would be repeated until the nth . 
order accuracy is obtained. 
In the Shooting Technique, the Ru~ge-'Kutta method of 
fourth order accuracy is used to calculate the 'first three 
unknown values of the dependent variable. It is self-
starting since it requires only the functional values· at a· 
previous point to obtain the functional values· ahead. How-
ever, it requires the calculation of four evaluations of the 
first qerivative and is therefore quite time..:consuming. It 
also does not give an estimate of the truncation errors in 
' 
the calculation procedure. For these reasons it is used 
only to obtain starting values and Hammi~g's method .is used 
to calculate the additional values·. The reader is referred 
to Hildebrand< 7>and Ralston-Wilf(g) for the derivation of 
the Ru~ge-Kutta method. Only t~e necessary equations and 
procedure for obtaini~g starting values for. solving the 
second order boundary-value problem are included·here; 
Consider the general second order boundary-value 
problem 
II I y = f(x,y,y ) (3.. 20) 
with "endpoint11 conditions y(x0 ) = Yo and y(xn) = Yn· 
In order to solve (3. 20) by the Ru!J.ge..:Kutta metho·d the 
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r II I 
substitutions y = z and y = .z are used to replace (3. 20) 
by the system ·of two first order differential equations 
t 
y = z (3.21) 
I It t 
z = y = f(x,y,y ) 
which can be solved for z and y by usi~g the ·given starti~g 
values x0 and y0 and by usi~g a. guessed value for y0 '. · The 
values for y and z are then calculated at the interval points 
x0 + h, x0 + 2h, •••• , ~0 + Nh, x 0 + (N+l)h, where xn = xN+l' 
by the relations 
Yi+1 = Yi + hz. + h (k ·+ k + k ) ~ 6 l 2 3 (3."22) 
Zi+l = z. + 1 (kl + 2k2 + 2k 3 + k4) ~ 6 
where 
f(x. h hz. · k k2 = h + -, Y· + __1::., z· + -1..)' ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
ks = h f(x. + b y. + hz. + h~- k ~ 2 
' 
l. z. ~ _, 
__!.)., -2- 4 ~ + 
2 
and k 4 =· h f ( x . + h , y . + hz · + hk' 2 , z . + k ) • ~ ~ ~ ,-- ~ s. 
This method is of fourth order accuracy. There are many 
variations of the Ru~ge-Kutta formula which yield different 
orders of accuracy. Several of these are described in 
Hildebrand(lO) .and Ralston-Wilf(la) .. 
Hammi~g's method is based upon a predictor-corrector 
technique which is stable and has an accuracy of h 5 • · 
HammingC 6) derives the formula for the corrector by tfitting' 
the. general corrector formula,, 
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exactly for polynomials thro~gh d~gree 4,that is for 
y = 1, .x ~ .x2 , · x 3 and x 4 • The correction is then obtained by 
usi~g these conditions and by choosi~g certain .of the coef-
ficients as parameters in order to reduce truncation errors 
and to increase stability and then solvi~g for the values of 
' the ·coefficients of Yn+i and yn~k , for i ~ 0, -1, 2 and 
k = -2' -1' 0' 1. 
Ralston-Wilf(13 ) states that the corrector used in 
Hammi~g's method can be obtained by usi~g a Taylor series 
expansion to determine the coefficients of the generalized 
corrector 
' ' Y = a Y + a y + a y + h(b y +b y + n + 1 o n 1 n-1 2 n- 2 -1 n + 1 o n 
(3.23) 
so that all powers of h thro~gh h 4 vanish in (3.23) and then 
choosing one of the coefficients of (3.23) arbitrarily. 
This method of approach is now used in the derivation of 
Hamming's method. 
The following notation is used 
' g.= g(x.), y. = y(x.), Y· = 
·1.. 1. J_ 1. J_ 
dy. 
J_ 
dx. ' J_ 
where x. is the value of the abscissa at the ith step of 
J_ 
int~gration and x.+ - x. = h. 
J_ 1 1. 
Expressions for the first derivative of y may be 
written as follows 
y dy ) = dx = f(x,y (3.24) 
or. dy = f(x,y) dx. 
By int~grati~g bot.h sides of ( 3. 24) in the interval 
' x to x and usin. g the substitution of y = f(x,y) it 
n- 3 n+ 1 
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follows that 
r(xn+,l dy J:n+, f(x,y) dx y(x ) = 
n-3 n-3 
(3.25) 
and r+ y(x + ) I = y (x ) + n 1 y(x) dx. n 1 n- 3 x n-s (3.26) 
Newton's backward-difference formula 
(x-xn) (x-xn) (x-xn- 1 ) g(x) = gn + -h--- ygn + vzg + ... + 
2! h2 . n 
(x,..x ) (x-x ) ... (x -x . ) k n ~.-1 n-k+1 g +E -~~-~----~~~~ V· n s (3.27) 
k!h 2 
where E = (x-xn) (x-xn- 1 ) • • • (x-xn-k) k k ------~~~~--------~~- h +1 y + 2 (n) and N is s (k+l)! 
in the interval xn+sh, x , x , ... x k+ and where 
n n-1 n- 1 
" r+1 r r 
_vgn =. gn~gn_ 1 and V . gn = V gn- V gn_ 1 , lS used to 
approximate the value of y in (3.26). By making the 
x-x 
substitutions s = ~ x-x = hs and g . = y. , ( 3 • 2 7 ) may n 1 1 
be expressed in the form 
1 r 1 1 · 
I 
s(s+l)V 2v 
y (X) = y = y + s Vy + n+sh n · n 
"'n 
---=-2 ~! --- + . . • + 
s(s+l) ... (s+~+l) Vk +E 
k! Yn 
where E = hk+ 1 s(s+l) ... (s+k) y(f~t) and 
(k+l)! 




is in x x , ... 
n, n-1 
Upon substituting yn+s for y (x), hds for dx and 
changin. g the limits of integration from (x , x + ) to 
n-3 n 1 
(-3,1),(3.26) becomes 
I 
Yn+ 1 = Yn-s + h f~ 3 Yn+shds. (3.29) 
If we.let k = 3 in (3.28), and substitute the terms on 
' the r1_"ght side of (3.28) for y + (3.29) yields 
n s, 




ds + T p 
I 
s ( s+l).V~y 
.. n + 
. 2! 
(3.30) 
where Tp = h 5 j. s(s+l)(s+2)(s+3) v 
:s 4 ! . ds y (B) and B is in 
(x , x ) • 
. n-s n+ 1 
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As previously discussed, the corrector used in Hammipg 1 s 





= a 0 yn + a y + a y +h(b y + 1 n-1 2 n-2 -1 n 1 
designed to approximate the Taylor solution 
Y(x) = y(x ) + (x-x ) r ( ) + (x-xn) 2y"(xn) n n Y xn 
2! 
(x-x )kyk(x ) . 
n n. 
k! 
I I . 
+ b v 't '·b y; ) 
.O'n· . 1 n-1 
(3.32) 
+ • • • + 
(3.33) 
where Ek+ 1 
-(x ,x). 
and mz is the interval 
n . 
x-x 
n If we let s =--h--- x-x 
' n 
= sh and x = x +sh and 
n 
substitute these quantities into (3.33)it follows that 
I (hs) zyn" (hs )kynk +·· y(x) = y(xn+sh) = Yn + hsyn + + ···· + 
2! k! 
(3.34) 
where Ek+l = 
The Taylor series expansion of six terms is now used to 
determine the six coefficients of (3.32) and to determine an 
estimate for the truncation error of the corrector. By 
letti~g s = 1 and k = 4' in (3. 34) we obtain 
! 
y(x + ) = y + hy + 
n 1 n n 2! + 
+ 
where E 
5 is the truncation error of the Taylor series 
34 
approximation when retaini?g five terms in the approximation 
and is. given by 
E = 
5 
and m 1s in (x,x + ). 
a n 1 
5! 
I . I f 
Expressions for yn' yn_ 1 ~ yn_ 2, yn+ 1 'yn and Yn_ 1 are 
now obtained by expanding each in a Taylor series about xn 
with k = 4 in (3.34) and the results are substituted into 
(3.32) as shown below, where 
0,1 . 




h2yn h3yut h lfy:IlZ. 
n n + n n Yn-1 = Yn - hyn + ""2! ~ ~ 4!- 5! 
I 4h2yll 8h Syu' 16h 4ylll: 32h 5y~ n n + n. (3.36) = -2hy +-r;- - sr-Yn-2 Yn n .d 3! 4! hs ~ h2 ylll h 3 :pz: h 4 :t: 
II + Yn Yn Yn 
hyn n +. +, Yntl = Yn + + 2 ! 3! 4! 5! 
Yn = Yn 
h2yll\ h 3 1!1: h 4 :sz: h 5 -m:. 
! 11 Yn Yn Yn 
hyn +--n- ·' +4! - 5! yn-1 = Yn 2 r .. -~ 
I 4h 2y 11 8h3ylrl 16h '+ylZ 
a (yn - 2hy + n - n + n) + 2 n 2 ! 3 ! 4! 
I II h2y'" h3y1Y b y. + h(b·<.(y + hyn + n + __ n) + 
2! o n -1 n 3 ! 
I If h2ylll h 3yJJl. 
Ec 1 bl (yn - hyn + n __ n))+ (3.37) 2! 3 ! 
where 
E = -a 32a b- b s ~ c ( l 2 1 1 h y (m. ) and m is in 
1 . -sf - ""5'! + LiT + IiT) n '+ '+ 
(xn , x + ) • 
-2 n 1 
By collecti?g terms in (3.37) we obtain 
I 
Yn+ 1 = (a0 +a +a )y + (-a -2a +b +b +b )hy + 1 2 n 1 2 -1 o 1 · n 
~~ I! a 4-a b 
<r + 2a + b -b )h2 y + <-r 2 + -1 ~ + + 2 -1 1 n -3- -r 
a 2a b b 
~2~ + 2 + -1 _1) h\y'li-r· Ec • --r -6-- 6 n 
l In this expansion the coefficients of Yn' 
b . .:....!..)h'S"y~ 
2 n 
(3.38) 
I 2 II 
llyn' h y ' n 
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h 3 y~ and h 4y~ are equated to the correspondi~g coefficients 
of the Taylor s~ries (3.35) so as to obtain ~greement' 
thro~gh terms of h 4 for all functions f(x,y). Since there 
are six coefficients in (3.32) we could also make the 
coefficient of h 5 vanish but if we don't do this then one of 
the six coefficients may be chosen arbitrarily, and in" order 
to increase stability, Hamming chooses a = 0. From 
. 1 
equating the. coefficients of (3.35)·and (3.38) we obtain 
the following five linear equations. 
1 = a + a· + a 
0 1 2 
1 =-a 
1 
-2a + b + b + b 
2 -l 0 l 
1 = ·a +4a -2b -2b (3.39) 1 2 -1 1 
+Sa +8·b -4b 2 -1 . 1 1 = a 1 
1 = a +16a +4b -4b 1 2 -1 1 • 
Since a is chosen to be a = 0, (3.39) reduces to a 
l 1 
system of five linear equations in five unknowns and there-




-8, b_l= 3 -8 . 
Substitution of the values of these coefficients into 
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(3. ~) yields the followi?g expression for the corrector and 
truncation error of the corrector E of Hamming's method. c . 
' ' 
1 
Yn+1= -(9y Yn-2 + 3h(y + + 2yn - Yn-1 ) ) + E (3.40) 8 n n 1 a 
where 
hsy(v) 
Ec = E -E = n (m.) 5 c '+ , 
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From (3.31) and (3.40) it can be seen that the trunca-
tion error of both the predictor and the corrector is of the 
order of~ As shown in Ralston-Wilf(g)' Hammi~g uses this 
fact to derive a modifier and an expression for the f'inal 
value of y which. gives an estimate of the truncation error 
at each step of the interval. For example, if yv (m 4 ) is 
continuous we may subtract the expression for the predictor 
(3.31) from the expression for the corrector to obtain 
121E 
9 c (3.41) 
whe1·e c is equal to the value of y + in ( 3 • 4 0) and p + 
n+ 1 n 1 n 1 
is equal to the value of yn+i in (3.31). Then the complete 
set of equations used in Hammi~g's method are 
4h ' ' ' Bredictor:· p = y + -- (2y - y + 2yn-.?) 
n+ 1 n- 3 3 n n-1 , "! 
Modifier: 112 = Pn+ ~ -121 (p.n-0 n) 
f(x +. m + ) n 1 , n 1 
1 I J 
Corrector: cn+ 1 = 8 C9yn- Yn_ 2 + 3h(mn+ 1 +2yn -yn- 1 )) 
9 . 
rinal value: Yn+l= cn+l+1211 (pn+l-cn+l) (3.42) 
where the modifier is derived from (3.41) by replaci~g n+l 
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Ep to the 
value for 
calculated value of the predictor p . The final 
n+1 
Yn+ 1 in (3.42) is also der.ived from (3.41) by solv-
ing for E in terms of p and c.n+ 1 , and addin. g this expres-
. c n+1 
sion for the truncation error of the corrector at x + to the 
n 1 
value of the corrector at x + . 
n 1 
When Hammi~g's method (3.42) is used to solve the second 
order boundary-value problem (3.20) the second order differ-
ential equation is replaced by a ·system of two first order 
differential equations (3.21) as previously discussed in 
Ru!lge-Kutta' s method for solvi!lg a second order differential· 







where y = z and' y =z = f(x,y,z)· arid the values for Pyn = 
Pzn = Cyn = Cz are set. equal to zero in the first calcula-n 
tion of the modifiers My + and Mz + . 
n 1 n 1 
From what has been discussed above it can be seen that 
both Ru~ge-Kut~a's method and Hammi~g's method have trunca-
tion errors of the order of h 5 and therefore n~glecti~g 
roundoff errors and if a discontinuity in some function does 
not occur the Shooti~g Technique should yield fourth order 
accuracy. 
An advant~ge of the Shooting Technique over the Direct 
Finite Difference Technique and Initial Step Technique is 
I 
that for the solution of non-linear equations a first 
approximation to the value of y is not required and the 
or~ginal non-linear differential equation does not have to 
be linearized and thereby prior analytical calculations are 
not required. 
As described ~n Algorithm II, the Shooti~g Technique 
employs the use of linear iteration to calculate succeedi~g 
. I 
values of the initial slope y(x ) until convergence is 
0 ' . 
obtained. A modification to reduce computation time could 
be incorporated into the technique by the use of quadratic 
interpolation instead of linear interpolation to obtain 
conve?='gence with fewer iterations. 
· A s~ggested method is the application of the L~gra~gian 
method for interpolation, which is expressed only in terms 
of the ordinates of the function involved, and Muller's 
method for approximati~g a function f with a polynomial 
of d~gree. greater than one and to obtain the zeroes of the 
polynomial. Such a procedure is descr.ibed in ·Henrici: 
[(9), p. 199]. 
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Other methods which could be applied are Newton's 
method and the r~gula falsi method. Henrici '[(9), p. 200] 
states that "It follows from the work of Ostrowski ( [1960], 
P· 86, altho~gh without reference to Muller's work) that 
Muller's method conve~ges whenever the three initial approxi-
mations are sufficiently close to a si~gle zero of f. The. 
d~gree of convergence lies somewhere between that of the 
r~gula falsi and of Newton's method. No conve~gence 
theorems in the l~ge similar to those for the QD [Quotient-
Difference a~gorithm] appear to be known. Nevertheless, 
the method is (in the United States) amo~g the most popular 
for findi:ng zeroes of polynomials." 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The IBM 1620 model 2 computer was used to'obtain the 
results from the solution of twelve second order boundary-
value problems by usi~g.the pr~grams listed in Appendix A, 
for the Initial Step, Shooting, and Direct Finite Difference 
Techniques, respectively. The numerical results from the 
solution of six of these boundary-value problems, each with 
known ana~ytical solutions are. given ifl Appendix B, Tables 
II thro~gh VII. 
The problem of decidi~g which technique is most 
appropriate, in any specific situation,is a particularly 
troublesome one because of the many factors which affect 
the decision. In this study, only .the number of iterations, 
the compile, execution and,total time for solution, and the 
errors at four equally spaced pivotal points in the interval 
of the solution of the boundary-value problem, for four 
different values of the increment h, are considered. 
For both the linear and non-linear boundary value 
problems, the compilation times for the Initial Step, 
Shooti:ng, and Direct Finite Difference Techniques are 2.42, 
1. 8 3' and 1.58 ·minutes, respectively. 
For the solution of all the linear boundary-value 
problems. considered, the Initial Step Technique requires the 
. greatest amount of total time, while the Direct Finite 
Difference Technique requires the least amount of execution 
time, except for h = .078539816 in Table V. For relatively 
small values of the increment (.01Sh ::;.02) the Direct Finite 
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Difference Technique requires the least total time, but for 
relatively la:r'ge increment. values ( ."l~h. ~.02) the Shooti:ng 
Technique is usually most rapid. 
For the non-linear boundary-value problems considered 
the execution time and total time are h~ghly dependent upon 
the number of iterations and the value of the increment h. 
The Initial Step Technique requires the least number of 
itel'lations for each of the non-line.ar equations considered; 
however, it also requires the. greatest amount of time per 
iteration. In. general, the Shooting Technique is the most 
rapid of the three techniques except when it requires several 
more iterations than the othei" techniques to obtain conve:r'g-
ence. 
The results of the solution of the boundary-value prob-
lems reveal that the accuracy obtained by each techniq.ue is 
very much dependent upon the value of the increment used. 
For all of the linear boundary-value problems considered; 
the Initial Step Technique uields the most accurate solutions 
for relatively la:r'ge values of the increment (.lO~h ~.02); 
however, for the non-linear boundary-value problems consid-
ered, best results were obtained for relatively small values 
of the increment (.05 ~h ~.01). The results for all of the 
boundary-value problems considered, except for Table III, 
show the Direct Finite Difference Technique yields best 
results for relatively small values of the increment 
(.Ol~h~.02). For all of the linear boundary-value problems 
considered, except for Table V, the Shooti:ng Technique yields 
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best results for relatively average. values of the increment 
(.02~h~.05). In Table V, the best results usi!lg the Shooting 
Technique were. given by usi;ng the increment . 0078539816. ~h 
~ · 0157 07 963. For both non-linear boundary-value problems 
considered, the Shooti~g Technique yields best results for 
small values of the increment (.Ol~h~.02). 
The above results give an indication that the Initial 
Step Technique is most susceptible to roundoff errors due 
the increased computations required when relatively small 
to 
values of the increment are used, whereas the Direct Finite 
Difference Technique is most prone to truncation errors 
since in. general it yields most accuracy when the increment 
is relatively small. 
Results from Table IV, which are very similar to those 
I 
previously discussed in Table I~ . give an indication of the 
instability of the Initial Step Technique due to' roundoff 
errors and the lack of retention of significant d~gits for 
particular boundary-value problems. For example, in Table 
IV, the errors in .the interval"'£rom . 2 to 8. increase, 
respectively, from .Oll·l0- 4tc:2~.232·10- 4when h = .1 to 
9.66l~lo- 4to 3661.315~10-Lf. when'h = :o:j... By comparing the 
* . 
" -X l 2X) d th t l solutlon (y = x+c·e + c e. an e rue so u~ 
. l 2 . general 
tion (y = x + e-x) for the. given boundary conditions of the 
boundary-value problem it can be seen that the influence of 
the c·e12X term in the general solution_ greatly affects the 
2 
accuracy of the Initial Step Technique. 
Of the three techniques considered, the results of the 
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la~ge exponential term in the. general solution of the 
boundary-value problem in Table IV affects the accuracy, in 
the interval considered, of the Initial Step Technique the 
most and the Direct Finite Difference Technique the least. 
In. general, the results from the linear boundary-value 
problems considered, except for Table V, indicate the Shoot-
ing Technique yields the most accurate results. It should 
be noted that the boundary-value problem considered in Table 
V is the only one considered which has an oscillatory type 
. general solution and perhaps this is an indication that for 
boundary-value problems of this type the Shooting Technique 
I 
is unstable and another method should be used for the 
solution. 
In. general for the two non-linear boundary-value prob-
lems considered the Initial Step Technique yields the most 
accurate results. 
The results reveal that even for the limited number of 
boundary-value problems considered, each of the above tech-
niques have certain ~dvantages and disadvantages. However, 
when considering a large number of different boundary-value 
problems, in. general, no one technique can always be con-
sidered most appropriate. 
• > 
APPENDIX A. PROGRAMS. 
C SHOOTING TECHNIQUE TO SOLVE SECOND ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
C WITH END CONDITIONS Y(Xl)=Yl AND Y(XN)=YN. . 
WRITE BOUNDARY VALUE EQUATION IN FORM Y2P+F(X,Y,Z),WHERE Z=YP AND 
C WRITE FUNCTION CARD FOR F(X,Y,Z). 
DIMENSION X(lll),Y(lll),Z(lll),ZPP(lll),PY(lll),CY(lll),PZ(lll) 
DIMENSION CZ(lll),AL(lll),YA(lll) 
C LOAD INITIALPREDICTORAND CORRECTOR FOR Y AND Z AS FOLLOWS 
C (PY(4)=CY(4)=PZ(4)~CZ(4)~0.) 
READ lOO,PZ(4),PY(4),CZ(4),CY(4) 
C LOAD NUMBER OF POINTS PLUS ONE TO BE SOLVED(G),AND FIRST TWO 
C GUESSES OF INITIAL SLOPE(AL(l)AND AL(2)), AND TOLERANCE DESIRED (TOL). 
READ lOO,G,AL(l),AL(2),TOL 




















WY=PY(J+l)-112.*(PY(J)-CY(J))/l21. (Continued) + + 
Shooting Technique to Solve Second Order Boundary Value Problem (Continued) 
WZ=PZ(J+l)-112.*(PZ{J)-CZ(J))/121. 
WBY=WZ 









PRINT 100, X(J) ,Y(J) ,YN,Z(l) 
11 IF(M-2)5,6,6 . 
5 M=M+1 
Z(l)=AL(M) 
GO TO 10 
6 AL(M+1) =AL(M-l)+(AL(M)-AL(M-1))*( (YN-YA(M-1)) I (YA(M) -YA(M-1))) 
M=M+l . . 
Z(l)=AL(M) 













C STEP TECHNIQUE TO SOLVE SECOND ORDER BOUNDARY .VALUE PROBLEM WITH 
C END CONDITIONS Y(XO)=YO AND Y(XN)=YN. 
C IF EQUATION IS LINEAR WRITE EQUATION IN FORM Y2P+BYP+CY+F=O AND 
C WRITE FUNCTION CARDS FOR B(YP,Y,X),C(YP,Y,X),F(Y2P,YP,Y,X),AND SET 
C YAPP(X)=O. THEN SET NON=O AND SKIP TO DIMENSION CARDS. 
C IF EQUATION IS NONLINEAR SET NON=l, OTHERWISE LET NON=O. TAKE 
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF ORIGINAL EQUATION WITH RESPECT TO Y AND WRITE 
C FUNCTION CARDS FOR B(YP,Y,X),C(YP,Y,X)AND F(Y2P,YP,Y,X). 
C NEGLECT NONLINEAR TERMS IN ORIGINAL EQUATION AND SOLVE 
C ANALYTICALLY FOR APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF Y,(YAPP(X)), 
C WRITE FUNCTION CARD'FOR YAPP(X). 
DIMENSIONX(l20),Y(l20),Yl(l20),Y2(120),T(l20),W(l20),0(128),P(l28) 
DIMENSION S(l28) ,GA(l28) ,GO(l28) ,GS(l28) ,YP(l20) ,Y2PC1'20) 
EQUIVALENCE (GS(l28),Y2(120)),(0(128),YP(l20)),(P(l28),Y2P(l20)) 
EQUIVALENCE (S(l28),X(120)),(GA(l28),Y(l20)),(G.~(128),Y1(120)) 
C LOAD Ml,JO,NON,AND N WHERE M1 :::: O,J0=-4,NON=O IF EQUATION IS LINEAR 
C AND l IF NONLINEAR,AND N IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS PLUS ONE TO BE SOLVED 
READ 404,Ml,JO,NCN,N 
C LOAD X(Ml),X(N),Yl(Ml),AND YN WHERE X(Ml)=XO,X(N)=XN,Yl(Ml)=YO,AND 
C YN=YN. (IF EQUATION IS NONLINEAR , Yl(Ml) AND YN ARE SET EQUAL TO 0) 
READ lOO,X(Ml),X(N),Yl(Ml),YN 
C . LOAD Yl(l),Y2(Ml),Y2(1),AND TOL WHERE Yl(1)=0.,Y2(M1)=0.,Y2(1)=l. 
C AND TOL IS THE TOLERANCE. 











13 DO 8 J::::l,ML 
YP(J)=(Y(J+l)-Y(J_:.l))/(2.*H) (Continued) += C1> 
Step Technique to Solve Second Order Boundary Value Problem (Continued) 
Y2P(J)=(Y(J+l)-2.*Y(J)+J-l))/(H*H) 
Yl(J+l)=(Yl(J)*(2.-H*H*C(YP(J),Y(J),X(J)))+Yl(J~l)*(H*B(YP(J)~Y(J) 
l~X(J))/2.-1.)-H*H*F(Y2P(j),YP(J),Y(J),X(J)~}/(l.+H*~(YP(J) Y~J) ~( 
· 3J) ) I 2 . ) . ' ' 
8 Y2(J+l)=(Y2(J)~~.-H*H*C(YP(J),Y(J),X(J)))-Y2(J-1)*(1.-H*B(YP(J),Y 
1(J),X(J))/2.))/(1.+H*B(YP(J),Y(J),X(J))/2.) 




Yl ( J -1) = ( ( 2 . -H*H~:c ( YP ( J) ,Y ( J) , X ( J)) ) ,"Yl ( J) -(1. + H* B ( YP ( J) , Y ( J) , X ( J) 
2)/2.)*Yl(J+l)-H*H*F(12P(J),YP(J),Y(J),X(J)))/(l.-H*B(YP(J),Y(J),X( 




WK=W(K) . . 













DO 14 J=l,N . · -
CRA=(-(Y(J+2)-~~Y(J+l)+6.*Y(J)-4~Y(J-l)+Y(J-2))/12.+(Y(J+3)-6.*Y 
l(J+2)+15.*Y(J+1)-20.*Y(J)+l5.*Y(J-l)-6.*Y(J-2)+Y(J-3))/90.-(Y(J+4) 
2-8. *Y (J+3) -1:-28. *Y(J+2) -56. ~:Y(J+1) +7 0. *Y(J)._s s.~Y (J ..:.1) +2·&. * Y(J -2) -8. ( Cont 'd) + 
-...J 









DO 15 J=Ml,N 
DELY=T(J)+ALPA*Y2(J) 
Y(J)=DELY+Y(J) 
15 .PRINT 100 ,X(J) ,Y(J) 
4 04 FORJ'1AT (4I 10) 
100 FORMAT(4El8.8) 




C DIRECT METHOD TO SOLVE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM WITH ENDPOINT CONDITIONS 
C Y(XO)=YO AND Y(XN)=YN 
CIF EQUATION IS LINEAR WRITE EQUATION IN FORM Y2P+BXYP+CXY=DX AND WRITE 
C FUNCTION CARDS FOR BX(X),CX(X), AND DX(X),RESPECTIVELY. 
CIF EQUATION IS LINEAR SET NON=O AND SKIP TO DIMENSION CARDS. 
CIF EQUATION IS NONLINEAR SET NON=1 OTHERWISE LET NON=O. NEGLECT NON-
e LINEAR TERMS AND SOLVE RESULTING EQUATION FOR APPROXIMATE FUNCTION 
C OF Y (YAPP(X)) AND WRITE FUNCTION CARD FOR YAPP(X). 
C WRITE NONLINEAR EQUATION IN THE FORM Y2P + B(YP,Y,X)YP + C(YP,Y,X)Y+ 
C D(YP,Y,X) = 0. THEN LINEARIZE NONLINEAR EQUATION AND WRITE IN THE 
C FORM N2P + BF(YP,Y,X)NP + CF(YP,Y,X)N = R(Y2P,YP,Y,X). WHERE 
C R(Y2P,YP,Y,X) = Y2P + 2.*H*H*B(YP,Y,X)YP+H*H*C(YP,Y,X)Y+ 
C H*H*D(YP,Y,X), AND WRITE FUNCTION CARDS FOR BF(YP,Y,X), CF(YP,Y,X), 




C LOAD NON, NUMBER OF POINTS PLUS ONE TO BE SOLVED (N=G),M1=0, X(O) AND 
C Y(O). 
READ 54,NON,N,G,M1,X(M1),Y(M1) 















U(l)=ADIA(l) (Continued) + (!) 
Direct Method to Solve Boundary Value Problem (Continued) 
Z(1)=F(1) 








GO TO 500 
41 DO 5 J=l,N 
X(J)=X(J-1)+H 
5 Y(J)=YAPP(X(J)) 
JE = o 
100 DO 6 J=l,K 
RY(J)=R(Y(J+1)-2.*Y(J)+Y(J-l),(Y(J+1)-Y(J-l))/(2o*H),Y(J),X(J)) 
ALD I ( J ) = :-1 . + w•: BF ( ( Y ( J + 1 ) - Y ( J -1 ) ) / ( 2 . 1: H) , Y Ct.!) , X ( J ) ) I 2 . 
AUDI ( J) = -lo -H1:Bf ( ( Y (J + 1)-Y ( J -1) ) I ( 2 o *H) , Y (J) , X ( J)) /2 o 
6 ADIA(J)=2.-H*H*CF((Y(J+1)-Y(J-1))/(2.*H),Y(J),X(J)) 
U(~1)=AD~A(1) . . 
Z(l)=RY(1)· 






DO 9 J1=1,L 
J=K-J1 
9 AY(J)=(Z(J)-AUDI(J+1)*AY(J+1))/U(J). 
DO 10 J=l,K 
10 Y(J)=AY(J)+Y(J) 
JE=JE+1 . 
13 IF(ABSF(AY(K-1)-TOL.}-.. 1E-6)11,100 ,100 (Continued) U1 C) 
Direct Method to Solve Boundary Value Problem (Continued) 
11 PRINT 20,JE,H 
500 PRINT 89 
DO 12 J=l,M 
12 PRINT 400,X(J-l),Y(J-l) 
89 FORMAT(lOX,lHX,l8X,lHY) 







APPENDIX B. NUMERICAL RESULTS. 
Results obtained by usi~g the pr~grams listed in 
Appendix A for the ·solution of six boundary-value prob1ems 
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are. given below. The notation SH, DF, and IS indicate the 
Shooti~g, Direct Finite Difference, and Initial Step Tech-
niques, respectively. The column headed I is the number of. 
iterations. Columns headed TE and T~ indicate execution time 
and total time (compile plus execution time) in minutes, 
respectively. The h represents the increment value used. 
The column headed EP. = x, fori= 1,2,3,4 indicates the 
~ 
errors of the solution at the pivotal values.· given by ·x. 
The YT indicates the true solution of the boundary-value 
problem and the YG. indicates t'he. general solution of the 
differential equation. 
The compile times for the Shooti~g, Direct Finite Dif-




y ·+ 3y X + 2y = 12e , y(O) = 2 and y(l) = 3e x -x -2x YG = 2e + c e + c e 
1 2 
YT = 2ex + e1~2x - .. e1-x 
I TE TT h *EP1= .2 
SH 4 .58 2.16 .10 3.06 
DF . 0 .42 2.25 .10 1371.77 
-Is 0 .50 2.92 .10 14.66 
SH 6 .83 2.42 . 0·5 .04 
DF 0 .42 2.25 . 05 338.28 
IS 0 .58 3.00 .05 .38 
SH 5 1.42 3.00 .02 .34 
DF 0 .58 2.42 .02 44.83 
IS 0 .92 3.33 .02 31.15 
SH 4 2.08 3.67 .01 .57 
DF 0 .92 2.75 .01 18.12 
IS 0 1.42 3.83 .01 128.13 
*Each of these errors is times lo-s: 
-2 -1 
e -e 














































x(x+l)y + t (2-x 2 )y - (2+x)y = (x+1) 2 
7~x 
YT: (" !) + (3-e :te-
I 'l'E 
SH 3 .. 50 
DF 0 .42 
!S 0 .50 
SH 3 .58 
OF 0 .50 
IS 0 .67 
-
SH 4 1 .. 16. 
·• DF 0 .67 
IS 0 1.00 
SH 3 1.58 
DF 0 1.00 
IS 0 1~58 
7 ) - 1 (x+2) (2e-l) x - 2 
TT h *EP1 ;:; 1. 2 
2.08 .1 .065 
2.25 .1 163.794 
2.92 .1 .094 
2.16 .05 .004 
2.33 • 05 343 .194 · .
3.08 .05 .199 
2.75 .02 .009 
2.50 • 02 468.301 
3.42 .02 1.294 
3.16 .01 .018 
3.00 .01 513.089 
4.00 .01 4.882 
*Each of these errors is times 10- 4 • 
TABLE III. 
*EP2= 1.4 
• J 86 












y ( 1 ) = ~ and y ( 2 ) = 3 
X - 1 1 YG = c e + C x - ~<x+2) 
1 2 ~ 
*EPa = 1.6 *EP4 = 1.8 
.020 .056 
56·5·. 554 406.228 
.095 .050 
.015 •. 015 
6'45 .10 6 443.295 
.360 .263 
.008 .003 
. 700,324 469.213 








y -11y -12y ~ ~12x-11, y(o) = 1 and y(1) ~ 1+e- 1 
YT = x + e -x 
I TE TT h *EP ~ . 2 *EP :: . 4 
1 2 
SH 3 .42 2.00 .1 .ooo .014 
DF 0 .83 2.16 .1 2.404 3.935 
IS 0 ._4 2 2.83 .1 .011 .021 
SH 3 .58 2.16 .05 .002 .012 
DF I· 0 .42 2.25 .05 .597 .977 
IS 0 .58 3.00 .05 .004 .334 
SH 3 .83 2.42 .02 .004 .005 
DF 0 .58 2.4-2 .02 .070 .108 
IS 0 .83 3.25 .02 .904- 10.425 
SH 3 1.42 3.00 .01 .015 .065 
DF 0 .83 2.67 .01 . 07 6 .123 
IS 0 1.33 3.75 .01 9.661 94.578 
*Each of these errors is times 10-~. 
YG ~ x + c e-x+ c e 12x 
1 2 . 


















y + 2y + 5y = 5x 2 + 4x+2, y(o) :: land y (ll) :: (11)2 
It It 
YG =x 2 +e-x(c cos 2x +c sin 2x) 
1 2 
YT = x 2 + e-x cos 2x 
.I TE TT h I *EP =J570'i961 1~EP =.3141592 1:EP::.4712388 11:£p::,6283184 
l . 2 3 It 
SH 4 .58 2.16 .078539816 403.4721 655.9232 777.5547 771.1561 
DF 0 .. 58 2.42 .078539816 5.3074 5.8504 4.0223 1.6743 
IS 0 .so 2.83 .078539816 .0419 .ot~45 .0294 .0106 ' 
. . .. 
·sH 4 .67 2.25 • 0 3 9 2 6 9 9 0 8, 17 4 . 2 3 31 283.2360 333.1718 334.7325 
DF 0 .58 2.42 . 039269908.' 1.2881 1.4157 .9682 . 3 984 
IS 0 .58 -3.00 . 0 3 9 2 6 9 9 0 8: .0098 .0218 .0181 .0102 
.. 
SH 3 1.00 2.58 .015707963, 63.7122 103.5727 121.8329 122,l~038 
DF 0 .75 2.58 .015707963 .0794 .0626 .0143 .0151 
IS· 0 1.00 3.42 .015707963. 1. 5)76 2.2904 2.2213 ' 1.4090 
SH 3 1.58 3.16 .007853981 30.9022 50.2352 59.0924 59.3698 
DF 0 1.08 2.92 .007853981 .6259 .8420 • 7465 .4406 
IS 0 1.50 3.92 .007853981 6.2736 8.3096 7.3991 4.0709 
' 




' 2 YH + iY_2 + 1 = 0 y y y(o) = 1 and y(1) = 2 
1 
YT = (5-(x-2) 2 ) 2 
I TE TT h *EP = .2 *EP = .4 1 2 
SH 6 .58 2.16 .1 10.56 24.71 DF 8 .58 2.42 .1 44.73 41.22 IS 4 0 7 5 3.16 .1 63.32 40.15 
SH 7 .83 2.42 .05 
.90 1.51 DF 8 .83 2.67 .05 11.41 10.47 IS 4 0 92 3.33 .05 
.19 
.15 
SH 7 1.5e 3.08 ,02 ,18 
.24 DF 8 1.67 3.50 .02 1.84 1.69 IS 4 1. 67 4.08 ;o2 
.02 
.08 
SH 7 2.67 4.25 .01 
.38 
.41 DF 7 2.75 4.67 .01 
.47 
.43 IS 4 2.83 5.25 .01 
.53 
.83 
*Each of these errors is times 10- 5 • 














YG = (c - (x+c ) 2 ) 2 
1 2 
















' ' II 2y 2 + 2y : 0 y -~y- X 
I TE T. 11' 
SH 10 .58 2.16 
DF 8 .58 2.4-2 
IS 3 .67 3.08 
SH 10 .92 2.50 
DF 7 .67 2.50 
IS 3 1.00 3.42 
SH 15 2.50 4.08 
DF 7 1.67 3.50 
IS 3 l. 58 4.00 
' 
SH 26 7.83 9.42 
DF 7 3.00 4.83 
















2 and y(2) = 1 
YT = 






























*Each of these errors is times 10- 5 
















YG = 1 
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